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The seven artists featured in this volume demonstrate the creative heights of rubber stamp and

correspondence art. Sandra Mizumoto Posey, an almost fanatical rubber stamper, traces the history

of impressed art back to the days of Mesopotamian cylinder seals. Rubber stamps, she notes, have

been the tools of such artistic notables as Marcel Duchamp and Andy Warhol. Today the production

of rubber stamps has evolved into a multimillion-dollar industry with a customer base that includes

casual users, hobbyists, and artistic professionals. Although they live in an age of instantaneous

electronic communication, many rubber-stamp artists connect with each other by mail. Their letters

and packages - sometimes whimsical, always original and ornate - move through the relatively

languorous channels of the U.S. postal service. This book explores the fascinating network fostered

by such networking.
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Rubber-stamping as an enticing form of popular art

A large portion of this fun book is dedicated to photos of the artists' works and these really give you

a feel for the unusual art they've invented for themselves. The plates could have benefited from

being more integrated into the narrative about the artists, but I can't complain about the sheer

volume of photos and examples.I'm not sure why another reviewer expected a how-to from a book



in a folk art series from an academic publisher, because that's obviously not the goal of this book.

Instead, it's a careful study of a group of artists who really love their art. I'd recommend it to anyone

interested in rubber stamping, crafts, and mail art.

I enjoyed this book tremendously. From its Dada cover, to its scores of wonderful illustrations inside,

I loved it. Before reading this book, I hadn't understood the folk art aspect of the rubber stamp

genre; now I do. Rubber Soul also includes a collection of correspondence art, with its colorful

rubber stamp and collage-like effects. I found the images and the text of this book fascinating, a

window into other people's creative and personal lives. A treasure.

This is an extremely thin little book. The largest portion of the book is narrative, history, philosophy,

"he said" and "she said". Color plates are included almost as an afterthought - very few of the

illustrations bore any obvious relationship to creating correspondance art. Not useful in my fairly

large library, returned the book.

This book focuses on correspondance artists and their personal methods and motivations. While not

a how-to book (it never pretends to be), I found it to be well-written and informative. The pieces

featured in the book are stunning.

Not much of a book here. Seems that it was only published so the individuals featured could buy a

copy. As for it being about 'mail art', it's not. Not if you mean in reference to artists known for the

process. Basically, it a competent group of hobbists that got a buddy at the university to publish a

book of their stuff. Of no interest to anyone not personally connected.

I bought this book as soon as I heard about it. I liked the story of the correspondents who almost

competed with each other to produce interesting art to mail to their friends. Full of interesting

characters.
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